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O. Introduction
This paper is a study of the asymptotic distribution of Beurling’s generalized

numbers which improves previous estimates of the error term. Our approach
to the problem is first to show how measures of a certain type may be expressed
as "exponentials." We then apply this formalism to the counting measure of
generalized integers and Lebesgue measure and estimate the one measure by
the other. With this representation we show how a hypothesis on the distri-
bution of generalized primes leads to an estimate of the distribution of gen-
eralized numbers.

Let /P} i1 be a sequence of real numbers subject to the following three
conditions but otherwise arbitrary"

(i) pl > 1, (ii) p,+ >_ p, (iii) p --*

Following Beurling [1] we call such a collection {p} a set of generalized (hence-
forth g-) primes. The multiplicative semigroup generated by the {p} is
countable and may be arranged in a nondecreasing sequence {n,}. Setting
no 1, we call {n,}0 the set of g-integers associated with {p,}.
The function v (x) is defined to be the number of g-primes less than or equal

to x, and II (x) is defined by

n
Let N (x) be the number of g-integers less than or equal to x.
With these definitions, our main results take the following form"

THEOREM. Suppose there exist positive numbers c and a such that for large x
the following relation holds"

dII()/ (1 -)d,/( log ) -t- log e-t-O(log-x).

+ 0 log

’ro. Sppoe here ei mber > 0d (0, 1)

()/ (1 C) d/( log ) + log + 0 exp( lo) }.
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